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Figure 2a. Five day smoothed flux on u-,e East and est 10 function of time. 
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Figure 2. Observed "cti vity on the lending (ram) edge of LDEF as recorded by the 0.4 Jim 
hickness detectors or IDE . 
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Orbital Debris Clouds 
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Mapping and Modelina of Orbital Debris Clouds 
• Exploit the Unique IDE Spatlo-Temporal Dataset 
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Solar Maximum Mission Spacecraft 
• In same orbital plane, 15 km "above" LDEF at LDEF 
release 
• HAO Coronagraph images showed near-field particles 
and 
• 
• Although originally attributed to· local contamination 
stat 
part 
• Correlation of LDEF IDE data with SMM Coronagraph 




nagraph data available for period from 1980 
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· Synoptic Monitoring of Orbital Debris 
.. 
· Hiah time-resolution -Earth small particle 
imDac' 
· Uses Droven MTS/Explorer 46/1DE sensors 
· Selected for Eureca-
ODEM 
· Orbital Debris Environment Monitor 
· Adds imD8ct energy/size/mass discrimination to SynMOD 
· Standardized, Modular s 
· Can easilv mount on any BUS 
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r099ible Confi2uration Option 
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Command and Data Uplink: no 




Mass (Der module): < o. 
Ma 
VOlume (per mo 
Stabilization Reauirea: 
< 1. 
.3 x . 
none 
• 
Configuration: 12 modules 
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